Miniature Magnetic Incremental Series Fits into Tight Spaces

Minneapolis—TURCK introduces new incremental magnetic encoders designed with a miniature 24 mm diameter housing. The Kübler by TURCK 2430 shaft and 2440 hollow shaft encoders deliver the small footprint required for space restricted installations, while their non-contact technology ensures exceptional ruggedness.

These Kübler by TURCK encoders offer a wide temperature range, -20 to 85°C, and a maximum speed rating of 12,000 RPM. Though incredibly compact, the 2430 and 2440 models are available with radial and axial cable outlets—extending their applicability in space restricted areas.

TURCK is an industry leader providing superior quality sensing, connectivity and network products to help manufacturers improve their automated processes. For other TURCK product or technical information, contact:

Application support: 1-800-544-7769 • www.turck.us • usa@turck.com
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